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Abstract:Abstract:
Complete understanding about the interactions between soil organic carbon (SOC) and minerals is importantComplete understanding about the interactions between soil organic carbon (SOC) and minerals is important
for predicting the stability of SOC and its response to climate change. Recent studies have shown thefor predicting the stability of SOC and its response to climate change. Recent studies have shown the
importance of calcium (Ca)-bearing minerals and iron (Fe) oxide in associating with and stabilizing SOC. In thisimportance of calcium (Ca)-bearing minerals and iron (Fe) oxide in associating with and stabilizing SOC. In this
study, we have investigated the formation and reactivity of ferrihydrite-SOC-Ca ternary complexes. During thestudy, we have investigated the formation and reactivity of ferrihydrite-SOC-Ca ternary complexes. During the
co-precipitation of ferrihydrite with SOC in the presence of Caco-precipitation of ferrihydrite with SOC in the presence of Ca2+2+, 60% of SOC can be co-precipitated with, 60% of SOC can be co-precipitated with
ferrihydrite at a C/Fe (molar ratio) of up to 10, whereas the Ca/Fe ratio was saturated at 0.2. Increasing amountferrihydrite at a C/Fe (molar ratio) of up to 10, whereas the Ca/Fe ratio was saturated at 0.2. Increasing amount
of Caof Ca2+ 2+ did not affect the co-precipitation of SOC with ferrihydrite or the lability of ferrihydrite-bound SOC. Indid not affect the co-precipitation of SOC with ferrihydrite or the lability of ferrihydrite-bound SOC. In
addition, microbial reduction of ferrihydrite and reductive release of ferrihydrite-bound SOC were not influencedaddition, microbial reduction of ferrihydrite and reductive release of ferrihydrite-bound SOC were not influenced
by the presence of Ca. As a comparison, the presence of SOC increased the incorporation of Ca into theby the presence of Ca. As a comparison, the presence of SOC increased the incorporation of Ca into the
structure of ferrihydrite. Our results indicate the formation of ferrihydrite-SOC-Ca complexes, with organicstructure of ferrihydrite. Our results indicate the formation of ferrihydrite-SOC-Ca complexes, with organic
carbon bridging the ferrihydrite and Ca. Such ternary complexes potentially play an important role in regulatingcarbon bridging the ferrihydrite and Ca. Such ternary complexes potentially play an important role in regulating
the interactions between SOC and mineral phases in soil.the interactions between SOC and mineral phases in soil.
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